
CANSPORTER   Waste Cart Carrier 
 

Owner’s Manual and Instructions 
 
Congratulations, you have just purchased the CANSPORTER waste cart carrier, the easy and 
convenient way to transport your residential waste carts from your home to the public roadway for 
collection by the waste hauler.  Use of the CANSPORTER is limited to private property and is not 
intended for transporting carts on public roadways or public property. 
 
The CANSPORTER waste cart carrier will transport most residential cart sizes equipped with a 
horizontal lift bar.  The maximum weight of a single cart and the contents must not exceed 180 
pounds when using the single cart carrier. The maximum combined weight of both carts and the 
contents must not exceed 320 pounds when utilizing the dual cart carrier. The maximum weight of 
each individual cart and the contents must not exceed 160 pounds when using the dual cart carrier. 
 

WARNING:  Do not exceed weight capacity of waste cart 
 
WARNING:  Do not exceed the tongue weight capacity of your vehicle’s tow receiver.  
Consult your vehicle’s manufacturer for weight limits. 
 

The CANSPORTER waste cart carrier is designed to transport waste carts equipped with a horizontal 
lift bar 5” to 12” in length.  The lift bar on these carts is typically constructed of a steel or plastic pipe 
or formed plastic bar.   
 
 
DUAL CART CANSPORTER WASTE CART CARRIER 
 
The dual cart carrier consists of two single CANSPORTERS and a dual carrier bracket.  Your single 
cart CANSPORTER waste cart carrier can be converted to a dual cart carrier with the addition of a 
second CANSPORTER and the dual carrier bracket.   
 
 
 
 
The height of tow receivers above the 
ground vary from vehicle to vehicle.  The 
CANSPORTER is supplied with an 
Adjustable Height Bracket. The height 
adjustment feature accommodates trailer 
receivers ranging from 12 inches to 28 
inches above the ground. 
 
For most carts, the bottom of the 
CANSPORTER base should be mounted 
approximately 2 to 3 inches above the 
height of the horizontal lift bar on your 
cart.  See Figure 1. 

 
           

       FIGURE 1: 
       Mounting Height with Adjustable Mount 

 
Mounting instructions: 
 
1.   Insert the 2” square Adjustable Mount into the receiver of your vehicle and secure with the hitch 

pin and clip. The Adjustable Mount may be installed with the vertical segment facing up or 
down. The vertical segment can be installed facing downward only if the top of your vehicle’s 
receiver is more than 20 inches above the ground. If installing the Adjustable Mount with the 
vertical segment facing down, remove the 2” square plastic end cap and install it on the 



opposite end. Place the back of the CANSPORTER Base against the right side vertical face of 
the Dual Carrier Bracket and insert the four 5/16” x 1 ½” bolts through the mounting holes in the 
Base and through the bracket holes.  Secure each bolt with a washer and 5/16” nut. See Figure 
2. Repeat with the second CANSPORTER Base on the left side of the bracket.  Position the Dual 
Carrier Bracket on the Adjustable Mount so the Base of the CANSPORTER is 2 to 3 inches 
above the height of the horizontal lift bar of your waste cart. See Figure 1. Secure with the two 
5/16” x 3 ½” bolts, washers and nuts. (Use the 5/16” x 1 ½” bolt instead of one of the 3 ½” bolts 
if you are mounting to the bottom hole of the Adjustable Mount.) Insert the 5/16” x 3” bolt 
through the mounting hole in the tabs of the Dual Carrier Bracket and through the Adjustable 
Mount. Secure with the washer and nut. (Metric bolts and nuts may be used instead of Standard 
bolts on some units) 

                          

 
     
 FIGURE 2: Mounting Dual Cansporter to Adjustable Mount  
 
2.   Slip the Lever Arm between the side walls of the Base and align the pivot hole of the Base with 

the pivot hole of the Lever Arm.  The latch bar should be positioned inside of the base latch 
grooves.  Insert the 5/16” x 3 ¾” bolt through the pivot holes of base and lever arm and secure 
with the 5/16” nut. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. Over tightening will restrict the proper rotation of 
the Lever Arm. See Figure 3. 

 
 
IMPORTANT FOR SINGLE AND DUAL 
CARRIERS 
 
3.  If the lift bar on your waste cart is less 

than 7½” long you do not need to install 
Receiver “B” or “C”. If the lift bar on your 
waste cart is greater than 7½” long but 
less than 10“ you will need to position 
Receiver “B” Insert ( 7 inch long 
Receiver) into Receiver “A” and secure 
with the two screws and nuts. If the lift 
bar on your waste cart is greater than 
10” long you will need to position 
Receiver “C” Insert ( 9 ½ inch long 
Receiver) into Receiver “A” and secure 
with the two screws and nuts. Receiver 
“B” or “C” Inserts restricts the side to 
side tipping during transport of your 
waste carts.  See Figure 1 for Lift Bar. 

 
Failure to install the appropriate Receiver 
Inserts can result in property damage, injury 
or death. 
 FIGURE 3: Lever Arm Installation 



4.   We suggest that you do not discard the Receiver Inserts that you currently are not using.  Your 
waste cart type may change in the future and you may need the Receiver Inserts to 
accommodate the new carts. 

 

 
       
      FIGURE 4:  
       Mounting Height with Adjustable Mount 

 
SINGLE CART CARRIER 
 
The height of tow receivers above the 
ground vary from vehicle to vehicle.  
The CANSPORTER is supplied with an 
adjustable height bracket. The height 
adjustment feature accommodates 
trailer receivers ranging from 12 inches 
to 28 inches above the ground. 
 
For most carts, the bottom of the 
CANSPORTER base should be 
mounted approximately 2 to 3 inches 
above the height of the horizontal lift 
bar on your cart.  See Figure 4. 
 
 

Mounting instructions: 
 
5.   Insert the 2” square Adjustable Mount into the receiver of your vehicle and secure with the hitch 

pin and clip. The Adjustable Mount may be installed with the vertical segment facing up or 
down. The vertical segment can be installed facing downward only if the top of your vehicle’s 
receiver is more than 20 inches above the ground.  If installing the Adjustable Mount with the 
vertical segment facing down, remove the 2” square plastic end cap and install it on the 
opposite end. Place the back of the CANSPORTER Base against the vertical face of the Spacer 
Bracket and insert the two 5/16” x 3 ½” bolts through the right side mounting holes in the Base 
and through the Spacer Bracket holes. Insert the two 5/16” x 1 ½” bolts through the left side 
mounting holes in the Base and through the Spacer Bracket holes and secure with the washers 
and 5/16” nuts. Make sure to install the Base to the Spacer Bracket as shown in Figure 5.  This 
will allow clearance between the handle on the Lever Arm and the Adjustable Mount. Position 
the Spacer Bracket on the Adjustable Mount and align the two 5/16” x 3 ½” bolts you just 
installed with the holes in the Adjustable Mount so the Base of the CANSPORTER is 2 to 3 
inches above the height of the horizontal lift bar of your waste cart. See Figure 4. Secure each 
bolt with the washers and 5/16” nuts. See Figure 5. (Use the 5/16” x 1 ½” bolt instead of one of 
the 3 ½” bolts if you are mounting to the bottom hole of the Adjustable Mount.) (Metric bolts and 
nuts may be used instead of Standard bolts on some units). Refer to line item 2 and 3 on the 
previous page for Lever Arm installation.  

 

   

           

 
FIGURE 5: Mounting Single Cansporter to Spacer and Adjustable Mount  
 
 
6.   Your single cart CANSPORTER waste cart carrier can be converted to a dual cart carrier with the 

addition of a second CANSPORTER and the dual carrier bracket.   
 



 
LOADING: 
 

WARNING: Carts are not automatically rotated and lifted/lowered when using the 
CANSPORTER.  Increased content weight in your cart will require increased effort and 
physical strength.  Do not attempt to load or unload carts with the CANSPORTER if the 
cart weight exceeds your ability to safely position the cart.  The maximum weight limit 
noted in these instructions is the maximum load that the CANSPORTER can support 
and is not intended to express the weight that you may be able to safely handle. 
 
Exceeding your safe handling weight limit may result in property damage, injury or 
death. 

 
WARNING:  Load and unload waste carts from CANSPORTER while standing on 
firm level ground.  Loss of footing can result in loss of control of cart and result in 
property damage, injury or death. 
 
WARNING:  Always turn automobile engine off, place transmission in park and set 
parking brake when loading and unloading waste carts from CANSPORTER.  

 
7.  Position the vehicle and waste cart on firm level ground. With the Lever Arm in the up and 

latched position, push the Handle downward and move the Lever Arm towards the rear of the 
vehicle to release the latch.  Rotate the Lever Arm away from the rear of the vehicle into the 
down position and release the Handle.  The Handle should be located in the longer edge of the 
slot.  Stand behind the waste cart and wheel the cart towards the CANSPORTER waste cart 
carrier.  Tipping the waste cart back on the wheels will elevate the horizontal lift bar of the cart.  
Continue tipping the cart until the height of the bar matches the height of the Receiving 
Channel.  See figure 6. (you may need to try this several times before you learn the angle 
required to align the lift bar and channel). Be careful not to tip the cart too far backwards.  
Tipping the cart beyond a 45 degree angle will cause the weight to shift and possible loss of 
control of the cart. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 6:  Loading Cart into the CANSPORTER. 
 
8.   With the height of the lift bar and Receiving Channel aligned, insert the lift bar into the Receiving 

Channel by wheeling the cart forward.   (a) Once the bar is inserted into the Receiving Channel, 
push down on the cart handle until the cart rolls forward slightly and you feel resistance.  (b) Pull 
straight up on the handle of the waste cart and push the cart handle forward toward the rear of 
your vehicle.  The cart will be lifted and latched in place. (you may need to try this several times 
before you learn the proper technique).  If the cart just rotates and does not lift try again and 
make sure you perform step (a).   

 
WARNING:  Before releasing the cart make sure that the lever arm supporting the cart has 
been latched in place.  You should hear the latch engage.  Slowly pull the cart towards you. 
If the lever arm and cart begin to rotate towards you the latch has not engaged. If this 



occurs slowly lower the cart to the ground. Check the CANSPORTER handle position and 
latch mechanism before attempting to re-position your cart for transport.  Failure to properly 
engage the latch mechanism can result in property damage, injury or death. 

 
9.  You are now ready to transport the waste cart.  Drive slowly as weight may shift when making 

turns or on curves.   
 

WARNING:  Sudden deceleration or stopping while transporting waste carts may 
cause cart weight to shift resulting in damage to vehicle as a result of contact 
between cart and back of vehicle. DECELERATE SLOWLY. 
 
WARNING: Usage of the Cansporter is restricted to private driveways and private 
roadways.  Do not operate on public streets. Do not exceed maximum speed of 15 
mph when transporting waste carts.  Reduce speed when transporting on rough 
terrain or traveling over abrupt grade changes.    
 
WARNING:  Traveling at excessive speed for terrain conditions may cause waste 
cart to be jarred from receiver channel resulting in damage to property, injury or 
death.  TRANSPORT AT APPROPIATE SPEEDS FOR TERRAIN CONDITIONS 
AND COMBINED WEIGHT OF CART AND CONTENTS  

 
UNLOADING: 
 
With the cart in the upright position, push the CANSPORTER Handle downward and slide the Handle 
into the short segment of the slot.  The cart will remain in the up, latched position.  Stand behind the 
waste cart.  Grasp the waste cart handles and push forward.  The latch mechanism will release 
allowing the cart to be controllably lowered to the ground. Wheel the cart away from the 
CANSPORTER waste cart carrier.  With Lever Arm in the down position, pull the CANSPORTER 
Handle into the large segment of the slot allowing the Handle to rotate.  Rotate the Lever Arm to the 
up position where it will latch in the upright position.  
 

WARNING:  Remove the CANSPORTER waste cart carrier before towing a trailer or 
vehicle.  Failure to remove the CANSPORTER may restrict proper movement of the 
towed trailer or vehicle resulting in property damage, injury or death.  

 



 
 
TROUBLE SHOOTING: 
 
1. The Lever Arm does not rotate easily. 
 

The nut on the bolt that secures the Lever Arm to the Base is too tight.  If this nut has been 
over tightened the side walls of the Base are pulled into contact with the Lever Arm. 
Loosening this nut will allow the Lever Arm to rotate freely.   
 

2. One side of the Latch Bar does not snap down into the Latch Grooves in the Base 
when positioned for latching. 

 
One of the lower springs inside the Lever Arm has come loose and is not connected to the 
bottom of the Lever Arm.  Remove the Lever Arm from the Base.  Reach inside the Lever 
Arm and pull the end of the detached spring out and hook the end into the dimple at the 
bottom of the Lever Arm.  Re- attach the Lever Arm to the Base. 
 

3. Carts tip from side to side and do not stay upright during transport. 
 

Receiver inserts “B” and “C” are provided to accommodate carts where the lift bar on the 
cart is longer than   7 ½”.  Side to side tipping of the cart will occur if the lift bar on your cart 
is more than 2 ½” inches longer than the Receiver.  If the lift bar on your waste cart is 
greater than 7 ½ inches but less than 10 inches in length you should install Receiver “B” 
Insert.  If the lift bar on your waste cart is greater than 10 inches in length you should install 
Receiver “C” Insert.  
 

4. The receiver channel on the Cansporter is longer than the lift bar on my cart. 
 

Receiver inserts “B” or “C” do not need to be installed if the lift bar on your cart is less than 
7 ½” long. 
 

5. The vertical portion of the Adjustable Mount does not extend beyond the rear of the 
vehicle. 

 
Some vehicles, specifically on UTV’s, the trailer hitch receiver do not extend to the rear of 
the vehicle.  Hitch receiver extenders are available in various lengths to extend a receiver.  
These can be purchased at auto supply stores or on-line stores.  We also have some sizes 
in stock at Cansporter. Extenders may also be needed if the spare tire is mounted to the 
rear of your vehicle. 
 

6. The vertical portion of the Adjustable Mount is not tall enough to properly load carts 
or provide enough clearance between the bottom of the cart and the ground. 
 
The hitch receiver on your vehicle is too low to the ground. An extended height Adjustable 
Mount which is 3 ½” taller than the standard Adjustable Mount that came with your 
Cansporter can be purchased from Cansporter.   
 

7. The Adjustable Mount will not fit into the 1 ¼ inch hitch receiver on my vehicle. 
 

Adapters are available to convert a 1 ¼ inch hitch receiver to a 2 inch hitch receiver.  When 
mounting a dual carrier to a 1 ¼ inch receiver it is important to determine the “tongue 
weight” capacity of your tow receiver.  This rating will be listed on the receiver.  Determine 
the tongue weight and subtract 45 pounds (weight of dual carrier) to determine the 
maximum weight allowed for your two carts and contents. Example: Tongue weight capacity 
of your tow receiver is 200 pounds, minus 45 pounds equals 155 pounds.  Therefore the 
total weight of your carts and contents must not exceed 155 pounds. 



 
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 
 
1. My vehicle does not have a trailer hitch.  Can a trailer hitch be installed on my 

vehicle? 
 

Yes, most vehicles can be equipped with a receiver type hitch. Hitches are manufactured 
for specific vehicle models and years. Consult a dealer that sells hitches for the appropriate 
hitch for your vehicle.  Your local auto supply store should be able to obtain the proper 
hitch. 

 
2. Can I transport more than one cart at a time? 
 

Yes.  A single cart carrier or a dual cart carrier is available. 
 
 

3. Can different capacity waste carts be transported with the CANSPORTER? 
 

Yes, most sizes of waste carts that have a horizontal lift bar can be transported.  Do not 
exceed the weight limit of each cart or the tongue weight capacity of your trailer hitch 
receiver. 
 

4. Does the CANSPORTER automatically lift and lower the waste cart? 
 

The CANSPORTER utilizes a lever arm to significantly reduce the amount of force to lift and 
lower the waste cart. The majority of the cart weight is carried by the CANSPORTER when 
lifting or lowering the waste cart.  The operator must apply a force to rotate the waste cart 
up or down.   

 
5. When do I need to install Receiver “B” or “C” inside of Receiver “A”? 
  

If the lift bar on your waste cart is less than 7 ½ long then you do not need to install 
Receiver “B” or “C”.  If the lift bar on your waste cart is greater than 7 ½ inches but less than 
10 inches in length you should install Receiver “B” Insert.  If the lift bar on your waste cart is 
greater than 10 inches in length you should install Receiver “C” Insert.  
 

6. Can I just use the shortest receiver length even if my waste cart has a longer lift bar?  
 

No, the receiver channel length should be no more than 2 1/2 inches shorter than the length 
of the waste cart lift bar.  Side to side tipping of the waste cart during transport will occur if 
the receiver channel is more than 2 1/2 inches shorter than the lift bar.   

 
7. My spare tire is mounted on the exterior of the back of my vehicle. Will the 

CANSPORTER work on this type of vehicle? 
 

Approximately five inches of clearance between the CANSPORTER and back of vehicle (or 
spare tire) is necessary for loading the waste cart. You may need a receiver extension to 
provide this clearance. The extensions are available from most auto supply stores or trailer 
hitch retailers.  The tongue weight capacity of your trailer hitch receiver is reduced by 50% 
when using a receiver extension.  Example: If the tongue weight capacity of your receiver is 
500 pounds, the maximum load of your carts, contents and the carrier must not exceed 250 
pounds when using a receiver extension. 
 

8. How far above the ground are the carts suspended when transporting? 
 
The carts are suspended approximately 8 to 10 inches above the ground when loaded into 
the CANSPORTER.  This distance is determined when you first mount your CANSPORTER 
and can be adjusted to suit your needs.  Increasing or decreasing this ground clearance 
does not require additional time or effort when loading your carts. 
 
  



9. My waste carts do not have a horizontal lift bar.  Can these types of carts be 
transported with the CANSPORTER? 

 
Sorry, the waste cart must have a horizontal lift bar as illustrated in the pictures below.  
Most waste haulers that we have worked with will supply carts with lift bars to their 
customers upon request even if  
the hauler is typically using carts without lift bars.   
 

10. Can I use the CANSPORTER to transport carts to the public landfill or transfer station?  
 

No. The CANSPORTER is intended for transporting your carts from your residence to the 
public roadway for collection by your waste hauler.  The CANSPORTER is not designed to be 
used on public roadways at high speed.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Lift Bar 
  

 

  
 
 
Your waste cart must have 
a horizontal lift bar similar 
to the carts shown here.  
The lift bars can be steel 
or plastic tube or a molded 
plastic bar. 
 
  
 

 
Please contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding your CANSPORTER Waste 
Cart Carrier.  We welcome your input.   Also, e-mail us your testimonial and we will include it on 
our website.  Thank you again for your purchase.  

 
 
 

 
LIMITED 90 DAY WARRANTY 

 
Short Industries warrants the original purchaser that this product is free from defects in material and workmanship for 
the period of ninety days from the date of original purchase.  This warranty does not apply to damage due directly or 
indirectly to misuse, abuse, negligence, alternations outside our facilities or improper installation.  Short Industries, the 
employees and owners shall in no event be liable for death, injuries to persons or property, or for incidental, contingent, 
special or consequential damages arising from the use of our product.  Some states do not allow the exclusion or 
limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation of exclusion may not apply.   
 
To take advantage of this limited warranty, the product or component must be returned to us with transportation charges 
prepaid.  Proof of purchase date and an explanation of the defect must accompany the product or component.  If our 
inspection verifies the defect, we will either repair or replace the product at our discretion or we may elect to refund the 
purchase price if we cannot readily and quickly provide a replacement.  We will return prepaid products at our expense, 
but if we determine there is no defect, or that the defect resulted from causes not within the scope of our warranty, then 
you must bear the cost of returning the product. 
 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which may vary from state to state. 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cansporter – a product of Short Industries 
5274 Scotts Valley Drive, Suite 201: Scotts Valley, California  95066 

831-439-8565   or 1-800 839-1987   
 www.Cansporter.com

E-mail: Sales@cansporter.com
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